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Abstract: Cemented carbides, or hard metals, are ceramic–metal composites usually consisting of 

tungsten carbide particles bound by a cobalt-based alloy. They are the backbone materials for the 

tooling industry, as a direct consequence of the outstanding range of property combinations, de-

pending on their effective microstructural assemblage, i.e., the physical dimensions and relative 

content of their constitutive phases. Hence, reliable microstructural characterization becomes key 

for hard metal grade selection and quality control. This work aimed to assess the practical two-

dimensional characterization methods for the most important one- and two-phase properties of ce-

mented carbides, i.e., the carbide grain size, phase fraction, carbide contiguity, and binder mean free 

path. Three different methods—point, line, and area analysis—were implemented to characterize 

four microstructurally distinct grades. The images were acquired by optical and scanning electron 

microscopy, with the latter through both secondary and backscattered electrons. Results were criti-

cally discussed by comparing the obtained values of properties and the different characterization 

methodology. Inspection technique combinations were finally ranked based on accuracy, accessi-

bility, and operability considerations. The line method was used to analyze all the properties, the 

area method, for the one-phase properties, and the point method, for only the phase fraction. It was 

found that the combination of optical microscopy and the line analysis method was suitable for a 

direct inspection and rapid estimation for carbides above fine grain size. The most precise results 

were achieved using line analysis of the images obtained by the backscattered electrons of the scan-

ning electron microscope. 

Keywords: cemented carbides; two-dimensional microstructural characterization; carbide grain 

size; phase fraction; carbide contiguity; binder mean free path; optical microscopy; SEM; EBSD 

 

1. Introduction 

Some of the most relevant mechanical properties of cemented carbides, such as hard-

ness and toughness, may be quickly estimated from microstructural parameters, mainly 

carbide grain size and metallic binder content (phase fraction). In practice, carbide gran 

size is often offered by producers with a statistical estimation or qualitative classification 

such as: extra coarse, coarse, medium, fine, submicron, extra fine, etc. [1–6]. However, 

precise values of these properties are important for optimizing grade selection and quality 

control, and it becomes a practical need to find out quick, suitable, and reliable approxi-

mate characterization methods. 

In research or industrial laboratories for production engineering, optical microscopes 

are usually the main choice for the direct inspection of tool materials. Common optical 

microscopes (OMs) include classic reflected light microscopes (metallographic micro-

scope, digital microscope), white light interferometry, and confocal laser scanning micro-

scopes [7,8]. In general, optical microscopes make use of visible light or lasers, and they 
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are capable of inspecting surface conditions on length scales as small as a micrometer. 

They can generally comply well with the physical dimensions of the constitutive phases 

of common tool materials. For example, cemented carbides basically have two-phase mi-

crostructures, and the carbide grain size varies from 6 µm to a submicron [9,10]. Normal 

optical microscopes are easy to operate without requiring special user training, and they 

usually do not demand specific environmental conditions. Therefore, they are suitable for 

the real-time inspection of the topographic or microstructural features of cemented car-

bides. However, the application of optical microscopes can be limited by their resolution, 

especially for grades containing a fine grain size (i.e., a mean size lower than 0.8 µm [1]). 

The borders of fine grains may become blurred due to insufficient sharpness or contrast, 

which leads to imprecise characterization regarding their geometric features. 

The scanning electron microscope (SEM) is another common instrument used in re-

search labs for material inspection, especially for acquiring information about surface to-

pography. Moreover, the composition of materials can be observed with the aid of energy-

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy. Instead of light, SEM uses electron beams to generate im-

ages of sample surfaces by capturing those particles after interacting with the sample sur-

face or subsurface, such as secondary electrons (SEs) and backscattered electrons (BSEs) 

[11–16]. BSEs carry compositional information, as the backscattering power of the sample 

depends on its local atomic number. The resolution of SEM can reach levels as small as 

~10 nm (BSE imaging) to ~1 nm (SE imaging), and it is theoretically suitable for the micro-

structural characterization of cemented carbides in the classes below fine grain size. How-

ever, SEM requires a large investment, and it is highly sensitive to ambient conditions. In 

addition, operators usually require special training. Hence, SEM is not as accessible as OM 

in labs. 

In this study, the most representative one- and two-phase properties of cemented 

carbides, namely the carbide grain size, phase fraction, carbide contiguity, and binder 

mean free path, were targeted. The two aforementioned techniques, i.e., OM and SEM, 

were implemented to characterize four cemented carbide grades with different combina-

tions of phase fraction and grain size. Three common two-dimensional characterization 

methods, namely point (PA), line (LA), and area analysis (AA) were proposed to analyze 

the images obtained by the two microscopy techniques. The referred microstructural pa-

rameters were determined using the free, open-source software, ImageJ [17,18]. This study 

aimed to assess these characterization methods by comparing the obtained properties to 

the nominal values offered by the manufacturer or obtained by more advanced tech-

niques, such as electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD). Finally, these characterization 

methods, using various inspection techniques, were ranked based on their accuracy, ac-

cessibility, and operability considerations, in line with their practical applications. 

2. State of the Art: Description of Analysis Methods 

The following terms, i.e., carbide grain size, phase fraction, carbide contiguity, and 

binder free mean path, are often used to describe the microstructural assemblage of ce-

mented carbides [19–22]. Carbide contiguity and binder free mean path are indeed two-

phase parameters which can also be estimated from the single-phase ones, i.e., carbide 

grain size and phase fraction. Hence, all the obtained images were subject to the analysis 

of the phase fraction and grain size, using the three methods in this study: point (PA), line 

(LA), and area analysis (AA). 

The amount of points (or lines) needed to be enough to effectively represent the fea-

ture dimensions with sufficient resolutions. According to the “Heyn Ruler Intercept Pro-

cedure”/“Heyn Method” (ASTM E112 or DIN EN ISO643), image dimensions should be 

determined in such a way that at least 50 grains are within the measuring range or the 

measuring lines should intersect a total of at least 50 grains. It was recommended in 

[23,24], to cut a minimum number of 200 grains in order to achieve the necessary statistical 

uncertainty (less than 10%). In this study, the grid sizes applied on different images were 

determined by time-consuming operations and result approximation, which depended on 
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the image size and nominal size of the geometric feature to be studied. The functions of 

the ImageJ software, “Analyze Grid and Multi-Point”, were used to count the numbers. 

The theoretical considerations of these methods are given below. 

2.1. Point Analysis (PA) 

As shown in Figure 1a, in PA, a set of points was evenly deployed with identical 

intervals on the image. Hence, a homogenous grid of points covered the entire surface of 

the cemented carbide grades. Three different cases were then produced, complying with 

the localizations of the points: 

• When the point was situated inside the grain, the point was counted as a valid point 

and then assigned the value of 1; 

• When the point was situated outside the grain, it was counted as an invalid point and 

assigned the value of 0; 

• In case the point was exactly at the grain boundary, it was counted as a half valid 

point, and assigned the value of 0.5. 

Therefore, the valid number of the points 𝑁𝑐 was the sum of the points inside the 

grains and at the grain borders. Assuming the total number of points was 𝑁𝑡, the phase 

fraction of grains 𝑓𝑔, or WC content was calculated by the equation: 

𝑓𝑔 =
𝑁𝑐

𝑁𝑡

. (1) 

2.2. Line Analysis (LA) 

As shown in Figure 1b, in LA, a set of horizontal and/or vertical lines was deployed 

with identical intervals on surface images. These lines intercepted both the WC particles 

and the metallic binder. Through these interceptions, the different parameters are defined 

as follows. 

• WC grain size 𝑑𝑊𝐶 : It is the mean length of the linear intercepts within the WC phase. 

Its value was obtained by dividing the total intercept length 𝛴𝑙𝑊𝐶  by the WC grain 

number 𝑁𝑊𝐶 , as shown in the following equation: 

𝑑𝑊𝐶 =
𝛴𝑙𝑊𝐶

𝑁𝑊𝐶

. (2) 

• Phase fraction of grains 𝑓𝑔: It is the equivalent to the ratio between the total intercept 

length within the grains 𝛴𝑙𝑊𝐶  and the total intercept length within the binder 𝛴𝑙𝐶𝑜, 

as shown in the following equation: 

𝑓𝑔 =
𝛴𝑙𝑊𝐶

𝛴(𝑙𝑊𝐶 + 𝑙𝐶𝑜)
. (3) 

Contiguity 𝐶𝑊𝐶: It is a two-phase parameter describing the carbide skeleton existing 

within the cemented carbide composites. It is defined as the fraction of the total number 

of grain–grain contact interfaces (WC–WC) and that of the grain–binder contact interfaces 

(WC–Co). It describes the coalescence behavior of grains in the metallic binder matrix, and 

such random distribution and orientation of grains is usually formed during the sintering 

process [25,26]. Precisely, 𝑛𝛼𝛼 and 𝑛𝛼𝛽 are defined as the number of grains either touch-

ing or not touching each other, respectively, along the line. Contiguity is given with the 

following equation: 

𝐶𝑊𝐶 =
2 𝑛𝛼𝛼

2 𝑛𝛼𝛼 + 𝑛𝛼𝛽

. (4) 

The parameter of contiguity had a value between 0 and 1. When the value of 𝐶𝑊𝐶 

approached 1 (when 𝑛𝛼𝛽= 0), grain–binder contact decreased and grain–grain contact be-

came more important. Meanwhile, when the value of 𝐶𝑊𝐶 approached 0 (when 𝑛𝛼𝛼 = 0), 
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grain–grain contact diminished. Contiguity decreased with increasing binder content or 

decreasing WC grain size. Contiguity is dependent on the processing conditions of ce-

mented carbide. 

• Mean free path (MFP) 𝜆𝐶𝑜: It is the other two-phase parameter and defines the mean 

length of the linear intercepts within the (cobalt) binder. It was calculated by dividing 

the total intercept length 𝛴𝑙𝐶𝑜 by the number of binder interceptions 𝑁𝐶𝑜, as shown 

in the following equation: 

𝜆𝐶𝑜 =
𝛴𝑙𝐶𝑜

𝑁𝐶𝑜

. (5) 

The mean free path can be interpreted as the thickness of the binder. The MFP in-

creased with rising grain size or binder content. When the MFP increased, fracture tough-

ness increased and hardness decreased [27,28]. 

2.3. Area Analysis (AA) 

As shown in Figure 1c, in AA, it was assumed that the total surface area was 𝑆𝑡, the 

grain area was 𝑆𝑔, and the phase fraction of grains (WC content) was 𝑓𝑔, calculated by the 

equation: 

𝑓𝑔 =
𝑆𝑔

𝑆𝑡

. (6) 

The mean grain area 𝐴𝑔 was obtained by dividing the grain area 𝑆𝑔 by the number 

of grains 𝑁𝑔, and the equation is given as the following: 

𝐴𝑔  =
𝑆𝑔

𝑁𝑔

. (7) 

For those “broken” grains situated on the image boundary, only half the number was 

counted. 

Carbide grain size is related not only to the grain area but also to the grain shape. As 

the grain shape of cemented carbides is not uniformly determined in most cases, three 

shapes, i.e., circular, square, and equilateral triangle, are preliminarily defined and con-

sidered as the basic shapes of grains for estimation [6,29] Therefore, their size, i.e., circle 

diameter and lateral side length of the square or triangle, were obtained accordingly. The 

grain size 𝑑𝑔 is defined as the equivalent to the mean value of their sizes, given as the 

following: 

𝑑𝑔 =
1

3
(𝑑𝑔,𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐 + 𝑑𝑔,𝑠𝑞 +  𝑑𝑔,𝑡𝑟𝑖). (8) 

Where: 𝑑𝑔,𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐 = 2√
𝐴

𝜋
, 𝑑𝑔,𝑠𝑞 = √2𝐴, 𝑑𝑔,𝑡𝑟𝑖 = √√3𝐴  

Although AA enabled the acquirement of the phase fraction and carbide grain size, 

two challenges still needed to be overcome during image processing: phase segmentation 

and grain determination. Precisely, grains needed to be separated from the binder and 

adjacent grains needed to be separated from each other. That way, the phase fraction and 

grain amount could be determined precisely. Common image processing software often 

offer tools or gadgets to realize such functions by detecting the color saturation or pixel 

contrast within images. For example, the tool “Analyze Particles” of the software ImageJ 

can measure the area by marking a color threshold and dividing the grains automatically. 

Meanwhile, the “Multi-Point” tool can count the grain amount and area. However, the 

accuracy of these tools is strongly dependent on the image quality, especially with respect 

to its contrast and resolution. Accordingly, more advanced microscopes or image pro-

cessing software was necessary. For example, images obtained by SEM using a BSE detec-

tor usually offer a better contrast. 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the analysis methods: (a) PA with black points situated inside the 

grains counted; (b) PA with blue strokes indicating the grain boundaries; and (c) AA with blue 

blocks indicating the grains. 

3. Experimental Aspects: Materials and Sample Preparation 

3.1. Sample Preparation 

All the samples, with a dimension of 10 mm × 10 mm, were cold embedded in round 

silicon molds through exothermic polymerization (1:1 resin and hardener volume). They 

were then polished using the automatic polishing machine, ATM Saphir 520, following 

the program in Table 1. The Cameo disk, which consists of honeycomb patterns with em-

bedded diamond particles, roughly removed the oxide layers on the HM samples under 

a water lubricating condition. Polishing disk MD-Allegro with honeycomb patterns was 

applied with the diamond suspension (DS 6 µm) to expose the microstructure of the HM 

samples. The polishing cloths, MD-Dac and MD-Nap, with corresponding diamond sus-

pensions (DS 3 µm and DS 1 µm) were applied to finely polish the surface by eliminating 

tiny scratches or fine contaminations. In the final step, all the samples were cleaned with 

water and ethanol, and dried with compressed air before the inspection under micro-

scopes. No etching was applied, as the carbide grain boundaries usually become very dis-

tinct to the binder after polishing. 

Table 1. Sample preparation program. 

Polishing Sequence Cameo Disk MD-Allegro MD-Dac MD-Nap 

Lubricant Water DS 6 µm DS 3 µm DS 1 µm 

Force (N) 20 20 20 20 

Speed (rpm) 150 150 150 150 

Time (min) 5 5 5 5 
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3.2. Studied Materials 

3.2.1. Nominal Values of the One-Phase Properties of the Studied Hard Metal Grades 

The samples studied refer to four hard metal grades with different combinations of 

binder content and carbide grain size, namely VN76, VN77, VGH2, and VG07. Their mi-

crostructural characteristics, as given by the supplier, are given in Table 2. Their density 

and hardness varied with their microstructure accordingly. The relative amount of WC in 

volume 𝑣𝑜𝑙. %𝑊𝐶   was calculated by the following equation: 

𝑣𝑜𝑙. %𝑊𝐶 =

𝑤𝑡. %𝑊𝐶

𝜌𝑊𝐶

𝑤𝑡. %𝑊𝐶

𝜌𝑊𝐶
+

𝑤𝑡. %𝐶𝑜

𝜌𝐶𝑜
+

𝑤𝑡. %𝑁𝑖

𝜌𝑁𝑖
+

𝑤𝑡. %𝐶𝑟

𝜌𝐶𝑟

. (9) 

where the density information of the components are given as following: 𝜌𝑊𝐶 =

15.63
𝑔

𝑐𝑚3 , 𝜌𝐶𝑜 = 8.9 
𝑔

𝑐𝑚3 , 𝜌𝑁𝑖 = 8.91
𝑔

𝑐𝑚3 , 𝜌𝐶𝑟 = 7.14
𝑔

𝑐𝑚3. 

Only the density of Co was considered for the calculation of the phase fractions in 

volume, as: (1) Ni and Cr largely dissolved in the Co phase, and were not present as pure 

elements; (2) Ni and Cr have similar densities; and (3) the amount of Cr was negligible. 

Table 2. Microstructural characteristics of the cemented carbide grades studied. 

HM Grade * VN77 VN76 VG07 VGH2 

WC (wt.%) 70% 70% 93% 89.7% 

WC (vol.%) ** 56.8% 56.8% 88.3% 83.0% 

Ni (wt.%) 14.25% 14.25% 0% 0% 

Co (wt.%) 14.25% 14.25% 7% 9.5% 

Grain size (µm) 
Extra coarse 

(>6.0) 

Medium 

(1.3–2.5) 

Extra coarse 

(>6.0) 

Submicron 

(0.5–0.8) 

Grain size (µm) *** 2.14 0.81 3.04 0.51 

Density (g/cm³) 12.7 12.7 14.8 14.5 

Hardness (HV30) 600 730 1180 1600 

* VN77, VN76, and VGH2 may have contained a tiny amount of chrome (Cr). ** Phase fractions in 

volume were converted from those in weight. *** Grain size was obtained by electron backscatter 

diffraction (EBSD), referring to Table 3. 

Information about the carbide grain size was given by the manufacturer with a de-

scriptive classification; therefore, accurate grain size values became necessary for the as-

sessment. In powder metallurgy, the term “grain” is often used to refer to individual pow-

der particles, while in crystallography, “grain” is considered a synonym for “crystallite” 

with respect to the meaning of “boundary” in EBSD analysis. Therefore, a powder “grain”, 

which consists of several crystallites, may have a larger size compared to the crystallite 

grain size obtained by EBSD. However, this is not the case for monocrystalline cemented 

carbide grains. Accordingly, the values of the grain size were measured by electron 

backscatter diffraction (EBSD). Although EBSD is time-consuming, it delivers the ad-

vantage of precisely extracting the data of crystal orientations, which allows for an exact 

separation of adjacent monocrystalline WC grains embedded in the binder matrix [30,31]. 

Integrated EBSD analysis software (EDAX OIM Analysis v7) can then generate grain 

size distributions and 𝑑𝑊𝐶  can be calculated using the following equation [32]: 

𝑑𝑊𝐶 =
𝛴𝑑𝑖

𝑛
. (10) 

where 𝑑𝑖 is the diameter of each individual grain, calculated from the grain area by the 

default approximation of circular shape. 
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Figure 2 shows an EBSD image of the grade VN77 as an inverse pole figure (IPF) 

map, as an example, and the four curves of the grain size distribution of the studied ce-

mented carbide grades. The four curves basically met the classification of grain size. How-

ever, the obtained average values had slight deviations from the descriptive classification 

(Table 2). The obtained values of carbide grain size are listed in Table 3, and they serve as 

nominal data together with the data in Table 2 for the assessment. It is worth noting that 

the grain size estimated by EBSD may have been smaller than the actual one, since the 

analysis surface was randomly determined, and a two-dimensional slice could not cover 

the greatest stretch of all grains in a three-dimensional space. Moreover, the default ap-

proach of EBSD to grain size is to give the diameter of a circle of the same area which may 

also lead to deviations. 

 
 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2. (a) An EBSD image of cemented carbide grades in inverse pole figure (IPF) representation, 

with VN77 as an example, and (b) the area fraction as a function of grain size of the four cemented 

carbide grades. 

Table 3. Grain size in µm measured by EBSD with standard deviation. 

HM Grade VN77 VN76 VG07 VGH2 

Grain size/Deviation (µm) 𝑑𝑊𝐶  𝜎𝑤𝑐  𝑑𝑊𝐶  𝜎𝑤𝑐  𝑑𝑊𝐶  𝜎𝑤𝑐  𝑑𝑊𝐶  𝜎𝑤𝑐  

Headings 2.14 1.44 0.81 0.58 3.04 2.11 0.51 0.26 

3.2.2. Nominal Values of the Two-Phase Properties of the Studied Hard Metal Grades 

Theoretically, it is not necessary to measure contiguity and mean free path as they 

can be derived from binder content and grain size using empirical equations [32,33]. Here, 

the following equations were used to calculate the two parameters: 

Contiguity: 𝐶𝑊𝐶 = 1 − 𝑉𝐶𝑜
0.644 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

0.391𝜎𝑊𝐶

𝑑𝑊𝐶
). (11) 

MFP: 𝜆𝐶𝑜 = 𝑑𝑤𝑐(1 − 𝐶𝑊𝐶)−1𝑉𝐶𝑜(1 − 𝑉𝐶𝑜)−1. (12) 

Knowing the nominal binder content 𝑉𝐶𝑜 (Table 2), grain size 𝑑𝑊𝐶 , and deviation 

𝜎𝑊𝐶  (Table 3), the nominal values of contiguity and MFP of each cemented carbide grade 

were calculated using the aforementioned equations (Table 4). 

3.2.3. Reference Information of the Microstructural Parameters of the Studied Hard 

Metal Grades 

The nominal values of all four properties were then summarized in Table 4, and used 

as a reference for the measured values. 
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Table 4. Nominal values of the four properties used as references for the assessment. 

HM Grade VN77 VN76 VG07 VGH2 

Phase fraction/WC (vol.%) 56.8% 56.8% 88.3% 83.0% 

Grain size (µm) 2.14 0.81 3.04 0.51 

Contiguity 𝐶𝑊𝐶 0.24 0.23 0.67 0.61 

MFP 𝜆𝐶𝑂 (µm) 2.15 0.80 1.22 0.27 

3.3. Image Acquisition and Analysis Program 

In this study, a confocal laser scanning microscope (LSM; Olympus Lext OLS3100) 

and a scanning electron microscope (SEM; FEI Helios Nanolab 600 and Thermo Fisher 

Helios G4 PFIB CXe, EDAX EBSD detector) were selected to acquire images of the micro-

structural features of the four cemented carbide grades under consideration. Together 

with the analysis methods, PA, LA, and AA, the values of the four properties were ob-

tained with the program listed in Table 5. 

Table 5. Details of the complete measurement program.* 

Analysis 

Method 

Image 

Acquisition ** 
Phase Fraction Grain Size Contiguity MFP 

PA 

OM ✓ N.A. N.A. N.A. 

SE ✓ N.A. N.A. N.A. 

BSE ✓ N.A. N.A. N.A. 

LA 

OM ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

SE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

BSE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

AA 

OM ✓ ✓ N.A. N.A. 

SE ✓ ✓ N.A. N.A. 

BSE ✓ ✓ N.A. N.A. 

* ✓: applicable; ** OM: optical microscope, here, laser scanning microscope; SE: scanning electron 

microscope with secondary electrons; BSE: scanning electron microscope with backscattered elec-

trons. 

4. Results and Discussion 

4.1. Image Acquisition 

In general, optical microscopy is a quick process for estimations, while the SEM con-

ducts more accurate characterization. However, the latter requires more time with limited 

access than the former. Examples of images and microscope configurations are shown in 

Figure 3 and Table 6. The SEM-BSE, which delivers a good phase contrast, achieved the 

best quality (resolution and clarity) for the microstructural characterization, followed by 

the SEM-SE and the OM. The OM was able to yield satisfactory surface images with 

enough contrast and clarity for the grade with coarse grain and high binder content, i.e., 

VN77. However, as grain size diminished to the medium level or the binder content de-

creased drastically, such as in the cases of VN76 or VG07, the OM images were reluctantly 

acceptable, as the contrast became quite limited due to restricted magnification capability. 

In the case of a fine carbide grain size and low binder content, such as in VGH2, the OM 

failed to obtain surface images with a satisfactory quality. Therefore, analysis based on 

the OM images of the grade VGH2 were omitted. The SEM was capable of obtaining SE 

images with good clarity of the four cemented carbide grades. However, the grain bound-

aries at some positions were blurry in the case of grades with a low binder content, such 

as in VGH2 and VG07. In contrast, the BSE delivered satisfactory images for all cases, as 

the boundaries could be well discerned with enough contrast and clarity between the 

grains and the binder. 
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Figure 3. Microstructural images of the cemented carbide grades studied, obtained by: optical mi-

croscope (OM), i.e., laser scanning microscope in laser mode; scanning electron microscope with 

secondary electrons (SEM-SE); and SEM with backscattered electrons (SEM-BSE). 

Table 6. Configurations of the implemented microscopes in Figure 3. 

Image Magnification 
Objective 

Lens 
Image Magnification 

Objective 

Lens 

VN77 (OM) 2000 500 × 4 VG07 (OM) 4000 500 × 8 

VN76 (OM) 4000 500 × 8 VGH2 (OM) 4000 500 × 8 

Image Detector * 
Acceleration  

Voltage 
Horizontal Field Width (µm) 

VN77 (SEM-SE) ETD 5.00 KV 59.2 

VN76 (SEM-SE) ETD 5.00 KV 25.9 

VG07 (SEM-SE) ETD 5.00 KV 59.2 

VGH2 (SEM-SE) ETD 5.00 KV 13.8 

VN77 (SEM-BSE) CBS 5.00 KV 59.2 

VN76 (SEM-BSE) CBS 5.00 KV 25.9 

VG07 (SEM-BSE) CBS 5.00 KV 59.2 

VGH2 (SEM-BSE) CBS 5.00 KV 13.8 

* ETD: Everhart–Thornley detector; CBS: concentric backscatter detector. 
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4.2. Microstructural Characterization 

4.2.1. Point Analysis (PA) 

The WC phase fractions were obtained by counting the points regularly located on 

the images. In total, three images obtained by each image acquisition approach were in-

volved and an amount of about 50 points were counted in each case. The results are listed 

in Table 7 and compared in Figure 4. It was not possible to obtain a clear image of the 

grade, VGH2, by the OM due to resolution limitation. The measurement of phase fraction 

by PA turned out to be quite satisfactory in general, as the deviations from the nominal 

values of the PA (mean) in most cases were less than 4%. No obvious deviation differences 

in the results were observed among the three image acquisition methods or among the 

four studied grades. 

Table 7. Phase fractions (vol%) of the WC grains obtained by the PA. 

Phase Fraction 

(vol%) 

VN77 VN76 VG07 VGH2 Avg. Dev. 

|𝚫|̅̅ ̅̅  M Δ M Δ M Δ M Δ 

PA+OM 55.1% −1.7% 64.3% 7.5% 90.8% 2.5% - - 3.9% 

PA+SE 52.7% −4.1% 59.8% 3.0% 93.8% 5.5% 85.7% 2.7% 3.8% 

PA+BSE 53.7% −3.1% 59.3% 2.5% 88.0% −0.3% 85.2% 2.2% 2.0% 

PA (mean) 53.8% −3.0% 61.1% 4.3% 90.8% 2.5% 85.5% 2.5% 3.1% 

N (nom. vol.%) 56.8% 56.8% 88.3% 83.0% - 

M: measured values; N: nominal values; Δ = M − N; |Δ|̅̅ ̅̅ = (|Δ|𝑉𝑁77 + |Δ|𝑉𝑁76 + |Δ|𝑉𝐺07 + |Δ|𝑉𝐺𝐻2)/4. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Results obtained by the point analysis (PA) of: (a) the phase fraction vs. cemented car-

bide grades, and (b) the phase fraction vs. image acquisition. 

4.2.2. Line Analysis (LA) 

The LA enabled a direct measurement of the most important one-phase microstruc-

tural parameters, i.e., phase fraction and carbide grain size, as well as the two two-phase 

parameters, contiguity, and mean free path (MFP). The measurements were carried out 

by regularly placing a set of 200 points on the obtained images and counting their identi-

fications at these specific positions, i.e., grain–binder, binder–grain, and intergranular 

boundary. For each image acquisition method, three images were obtained and applied 

for the line analysis. Therefore, the LA turned out to be more time-consuming compared 

to the PA. 

Phase Fraction 

Measured values of phase fractions are listed in Table 8 and compared in Figure 5. 

The method exhibited satisfactory results, as the average deviations from the nominal val-

ues of the LA (mean) were less than 5%. However, the limitation of the LA+OM was 

proven to be more sensitive on the grades with a low binder content, i.e., VN76 and VGH2, 
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as the obtained deviation differences |Δ|̅̅ ̅̅  were much higher. Both methods, the LA+SE and 

the LA+BSE, achieved quite satisfactory results with deviations less than 3% for all cases. 

Table 8. Phase fractions (vol%) of WC grains obtained by the LA. 

Phase Fraction 

(vol%) 

VN77 VN76 VG07 VGH2 Avg. Dev. 

|𝚫|̅̅ ̅̅  M Δ M Δ M Δ M Δ 

LA+OM 64.7% 7.9% 68.9% 12.1% 87.9% −0.4% - - 6.8% 

LA+SE 55.6% −1.2% 58.6% 1.8% 91.0% 2.7% 80.8% −2.2% 2.0% 

LA+BSE 58.9% 2.1% 57.9% 1.1% 85.6% −2.7% 83.3% 0.3% 1.6% 

LA (mean) 59.7% 2.9% 61.8% 5.0% 88.2% −0.1% 82.1% −0.9% 2.3% 

N (nom. vol.%) 56.8% 56.8% 88.3% 83.0% - 

M: measured values; N: nominal values; Δ = M − N; |Δ|̅̅ ̅̅ = (|Δ|𝑉𝑁77 + |Δ|𝑉𝑁76 + |Δ|𝑉𝐺07 + |Δ|𝑉𝐺𝐻2)/4. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 5. Results obtained by the line analysis (LA) of: (a) the phase fraction vs. cemented carbide 

grades, and (b) the phase fraction vs. image acquisition. 

Grain Size 

The measured values of carbide grain size are given in Table 9 and illustrated in Figure 

6. The LA+BSE achieved the best results with an average deviation less than 8%. The LA+OM 

exhibited an obvious average deviation of 48.7%, and the deviation was more significant by 

the grade with a small grain size, VN76, as LA is strongly dependent on the determination of 

grain boundaries, which may be limited by LSM magnification and resolution. With respect 

to the LA+BSE, deviations were less pronounced by the cemented carbide grades with a small 

grain size (VN76 and VGH2). 

Table 9. WC grain size by the LA. 

Grain Size (µm) 
VN77 VN76 VG07 VGH2 Avg. Dev. 

|𝚫|̅̅ ̅̅  M Δ M Δ M Δ M Δ 

LA+OM 2.54 18.7% 1.45 79.0% 4.51 48.4% - - 48.7% 

LA+SE 1.63 −23.8% 0.84 3.7% 3.56 17.1% 0.41 −19.6% 16.1% 

LA+BSE 1.95 -8.9% 0.84 3.7% 2.65 −12.8% 0.48 −5.9% 7.8% 

LA (mean) 2.04 −4.7% 1.04 28.4% 3.57 17.4% 0.45 −11.8% 15.6% 

N (nom. EBSD) 2.14 0.81 3.04 0.51 - 

M: measured values; N: nominal values; Δ = M − N; |Δ|̅̅ ̅̅ = (|Δ|𝑉𝑁77 + |Δ|𝑉𝑁76 + |Δ|𝑉𝐺07 + |Δ|𝑉𝐺𝐻2)/4. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 6. Results obtained by the line analysis (LA) of: (a) the grain size vs. cemented carbide 

grades, and (b) the grain size vs. image acquisition. 

Contiguity and Mean Free Path (MFP) 

The measured results of the two two-phase parameters are given in Tables 10 and 11, 

respectively. Contiguity is an index of the contacting grains. The nominal values men-

tioned are given in Table 3, and were obtained using empirical equations based on the 

phase fractions given by the producer. The grain sizes were obtained by EBSD measure-

ment. Compared to the OM, the results obtained by the SEM images were closer to the 

nominal values, with only slight differences. The grades with a low binder content were 

proven to have obtained better approximation, as the results (LA (mean)) of the grades, 

VG07 and VGH2, were much closer to the nominal values (VG07: 0.71 vs. 0.67 and VGH2: 

0.70 vs. 0.61) than those of the grades, VN77 and VN76 (VN77: 0.48 vs. 0.24 and VN76: 

0.54 vs.0.23). Nevertheless, the empirical equations for the contiguity estimation did not 

consider the influence of the grain distribution, which might have led to more important 

deviations in the case of high binder grades [33]. Regarding the mean free path (MFP), the 

LA+BSE achieved the best approximation with the smallest average deviation value, fol-

lowed by the LA+SE. Without considering the results obtained by the OM, the grades with 

a high binder content achieved a better approximation to the nominal values. 

Table 10. Contiguity obtained by the LA. 

Contiguity 
VN77 VN76 VG07 VGH2 Avg. Dev. 

|𝚫|̅̅ ̅̅  M Δ M Δ M Δ M Δ 

LA+OM 0.50 0.26 0.72 0.49 0.66 −0.01 - - 0.25 

LA+SE 0.58 0.34 0.41 0.18 0.74 0.07 0.66 0.05 0.16 

LA+BSE 0.37 0.13 0.50 0.27 0.72 0.05 0.74 0.13 0.15 

LA (mean) 0.48 0.24 0.54 0.31 0.71 0.04 0.70 0.09 0.17 

N (nom. EBSD) 0.24 0.23 0.67 0.61  

M: measured values; N: nominal values; Δ = M − N; |Δ|̅̅ ̅̅ = (|Δ|𝑉𝑁77 + |Δ|𝑉𝑁76 + |Δ|𝑉𝐺07 + |Δ|𝑉𝐺𝐻2)/4. 
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Table 11. Mean free path (MFP) obtained by the LA. 

MFP (µm) 
VN77 VN76 VG07 VGH2 Avg. Dev. 

|𝚫|̅̅ ̅̅  M Δ M Δ M Δ M Δ 

LA+OM 2.17 0.02 1.58 0.78 0.97 −0.25 - - 0.35 

LA+SE 2.39 0.24 0.80 0.00 0.76 −0.46 0.18 −0.09 0.20 

LA+BSE 1.95 −0.2 0.99 0.19 1.08 −0.14 0.24 −0.03 0.14 

LA (mean) 2.17 0.02 1.12 0.32 0.94 −0.28 0.21 −0.06 0.17 

N (nom. EBSD) 2.15 0.80 1.22 0.27  

M: measured values; N: nominal values; Δ = M − N; |Δ|̅̅ ̅̅ = (|Δ|𝑉𝑁77 + |Δ|𝑉𝑁76 + |Δ|𝑉𝐺07 + |Δ|𝑉𝐺𝐻2)/4. 

4.2.3. Area Analysis (AA) 

Phase Fraction 

The measured results of the phase fractions obtained by the area analysis are given 

in Table 12 and Figure 7. They matched well the nominal values, with an average devia-

tion of less than 3%, except for those obtained by the OM. Similar to PA, no obvious dif-

ference was observed among the analysis methods or among the grades. 

Table 12. Phase fractions (vol%) of WC grains obtained by the AA. 

Phase Fraction 
VN77 VN76 VG07 VGH2 Avg. Dev. 

|𝚫|̅̅ ̅̅  M Δ M Δ M Δ M Δ 

AA+OM 44.1% −12.7% 60.7% 3.9% 92.1% 3.8% - - 6.8% 

AA+SE 56.0% −0.8% 59.2% 2.4% 91.5% 3.2% 86.0% 3.0% 2.4% 

AA+BSE 59.0% 2.2% 61.5% 4.7% 86.8% −1.5% 84.4% 1.4% 2.5% 

AA (mean) 53.0% −3.8% 60.5% 3.7% 90.1% 1.8% 85.2% 2.2% 2.9% 

N (nom. vol.%) 56.8% 56.8% 88.3% 83.0% - 

M: measured values; N: nominal values; Δ = M − N; |Δ|̅̅ ̅̅ = (|Δ|𝑉𝑁77 + |Δ|𝑉𝑁76 + |Δ|𝑉𝐺07 + |Δ|𝑉𝐺𝐻2)/4. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 7. Results obtained by the area analysis (AA) of: (a) the phase fraction vs. cemented carbide 

grades, and (b) the phase fraction vs. image acquisition. 

Carbide Grain Size 

The results of the phase fractions obtained by the area analysis are given in Table 13 

and Figure 8. The grain size was obtained based on the approximations of the three basic 

shapes, circle, square, and triangle, which appear most frequently in hard metals [6]. Sim-

ilar to the LA, the AA+BSE achieved the best results with an average deviation around 

25.1%, followed by the AA+SE, while the AA+OM exhibited a large gap with respect to 

the nominal values, with an average deviation around 85.4%. Unlike the LA, grain size or 

binder content did not exhibit much influence on the deviations, as the contacting grains 
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were separated using the “Automatic Function” of the software and estimated by the ap-

proximation of the three basic shapes. It is worth mentioning that the results of the 

AA+BSE and the AA+SE obtained by the approximation of the circle shape had only slight 

deviations between 10% and 15% compared to the nominal values, and the results 

matched well to the assumption of the circle shape during the nominal grain size meas-

urement using the EBSD (Section 3.1). 

Table 13. WC grain size obtained by the AA. 

Grain Size (µm) 
VN77 VN76 VG07 VGH2 Avg. Dev. 

|𝚫|̅̅ ̅̅  M Δ M Δ M Δ M Δ 

AA+OM 3.06 43.0% 1.87 130.9% 5.54 82.2% - - 85.4% 

Circle 2.68 25.2% 1.64 102.5% 4.86 59.9% - - 62.5% 

Square 3.36 57.0% 2.06 154.3% 6.09 100.3% - - 103.9% 

Triangle 3.13 46.3% 1.91 135.8% 5.66 86.2% - - 89.4% 

AA+SE 2.25 5.1% 1.23 51.9% 4.09 34.5% 0.6 17.6% 27.3% 

Circle 2.06 −3.7% 1.08 33.3% 3.59 18.1% 0.52 2.0% 14.3% 

Square 2.28 6.5% 1.35 66.7% 4.49 47.7% 0.66 29.4% 37.6% 

Triangle 2.4 12.1% 1.26 55.6% 4.18 37.5% 0.61 19.6% 31.2% 

AA+BSE 2.41 12.6% 1.08 33.3% 3.98 30.9% 0.63 23.5% 25.1% 

Circle 2.12 −0.9% 0.95 17.3% 3.49 14.8% 0.55 7.8% 10.2% 

Square 2.65 23.8% 1.19 46.9% 4.37 43.8% 0.69 35.3% 37.4% 

Triangle 2.47 15.4% 1.11 37.0% 4.07 33.9% 0.64 25.5% 28.0% 

AA (mean) 2.57 20.1% 1.39 71.6% 4.53 49.0% 0.61 19.6% 40.1% 

N (nom. EBSD) 2.14 0.81 3.04 0.51 - 

M: measured values; N: nominal values; Δ = M − N; |Δ|̅̅ ̅̅ = (|Δ|𝑉𝑁77 + |Δ|𝑉𝑁76 + |Δ|𝑉𝐺07 + |Δ|𝑉𝐺𝐻2)/4. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 8. Results obtained by area analysis (AA) of: (a) the grain size vs. cemented carbide grades, 

and (b) the grain size vs. image acquisition. 

4.3. Result Comparison of the Microstructural Characterization 

According to the results in Section 4.2, the three analysis methods, in combination 

with the three different image acquisition methods, were systematically evaluated with 

three indices: accessibility, operability, and accuracy. Accessibility describes the possibil-

ity to access the equipment or software; operability reflects the operation difficulty and 

necessary time consumption; and accuracy represents the gap between the obtained val-

ues and the nominal ones. Four indicators qualitatively rated the evaluation indices: better 

than average (+), average (0), worse than average (−), and not applicable (N.A.). The eval-

uation is summarized in Table 14. 
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Table 14. Evaluation of the characterization and analysis methods for the one-phase properties. 

Analysis Method Image Acquisition * Accessibility Operability 
Accuracy 

Phase Fraction Grain Size 

PA 

OM + + + N.A. 

SE 0 0 + N.A. 

BSE 0 0 + N.A. 

LA 

OM + 0 0 − 

SE 0 − + 0 

BSE 0 − + + 

AA 

OM + + 0 − 

SE 0 0 + 0 

BSE 0 0 + 0 

* OM was not suitable for cemented carbides smaller than 0.8 µm, i.e., with a fine grain size. 

In general, access to an optical microscope (OM) is much easier to obtain than to a 

scanning electron microscope (SEM), and a quick characterization and estimation of prop-

erties can be conducted using OM-obtained images. However, it should be noticed that 

the application of the OM may be limited by grain size and deviations may be caused to 

cement carbides with a grain size below microns [1]. Despite that the SEM achieved im-

ages with a better quality, it required much more time and preparatory work. Therefore, 

it may be recommended for precise characterization instead of quick estimation. The point 

analysis (PA) could only be applied for the measurement of the phase fraction, while the 

area analysis (AA) could measure both one-phase parameters. However, the AA might 

have led to some deviation when estimating grain size due to the approximation of grain 

shape. Compared to the PA and AA, the line analysis (LA) method was able to measure 

all the one- and two-phase parameters, i.e., the phase fraction, grain size, contiguity, and 

mean free path, although its conduction may have needed more time. 

Regarding the phase fraction, all the methods achieved good or satisfactory results. 

However, when using the analysis methods combined with the OM, it was nearly impos-

sible to characterize the cemented carbides with fine grain sizes due to the resolution and 

magnification limitations. Regarding the grain size, the LA and AA in combination with 

SE or BSE were able to conduct the measurement. The LA could achieve more satisfactory 

results despite its low operability compared to the AA. 

To sum up the above, the OM may be recommended for a quick estimation of micro-

structural properties, including both phase fraction and grain size, as a result of its good 

accessibility and operability, and more precise results may be obtained by the BSE. Among 

the combinations of the image acquisition and analysis methods, the LA+BSE achieved 

the best approximation of grain size, as well as contiguity and mean free path [11–13]. 

However, attention should be paid to the influence of the binder, as a high content binder 

could lead to important deviations of contiguity approximations [25,33]. 

5. Concluding Remarks 

In this study, four cemented carbide grades with a different binder content and grain 

size were characterized using different analysis methods, combined with surface images 

obtained by different microscopes. The obtained one- and two-phase microstructural 

properties, i.e., phase fraction, grain size, contiguity, and mean free path, were compared 

with nominal values. The comparison allowed for the assessment of the combinations of 

the different analysis methods and image acquisitions. Based on the assessment, the fol-

lowing recommendations may be made for the estimation of the properties of cemented 

carbides under different circumstances: 
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• In the case of rough estimation, the combination of line analysis and optical micro-

scope (LA+OM) is a good and fast choice for the estimation of the one-phase proper-

ties of cemented carbides, and the two-phase properties may then be obtained using 

empirical equations. 

• In the case of a more precise estimation, the combination of line analysis and 

backscattered electrons (LA+BSE) can be applied to measure all four properties of 

cemented carbides and yield precise results. 
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